USS Vesuvius NCC 71985

Background Radiation
Episode 10:  Incoming...

Previously on the USS Vesuvius:

The USS Vesuvius and crew has disabled the artificial wormhole created by Dominion forces.

After a shockwave hit the Vesuvius ten seconds ago, main power has failed.

After a very small span, all systems are beginning to reinitialize, and the lights are coming back on.

Everyone is exactly where they landed from the turbulence after the shockwave, and recovering positions.

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: On the bridge, on the deck against the ramp, feeling pain in her hip. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stands precariously to her feet in the dark. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Laying on the floor, slowly getting up. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Dusting herself off as she gets up off the floor. ::   Self: That was fun!

XO Kelson says:
:: Below Science 1 console. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moans. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: In jefferies tubes hanging precariously from the ladder stretching down several decks. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Starts to get up. ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: In Main Engineering getting up off the deck. ::

Host CO Royce says:
All:  Report!   :: Slowly gets up. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Lays there not sure what to make of all this. :: 

CTO Horn says:
:: Grabs nearest object and pulls herself up. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Checking sensors. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Picks herself up off the floor and then enters the ICU ward where Lennier is in restraints. ::   CIV:  Are you calmer now?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Feels around in the dark. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Stirs, moving his head left, then right. ::

TO Horn says:
:: Still under the TAC console wondering exactly what happened, and why he feels like a can of pop out worms. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Pulls upright and crawls back into the tube where she was working. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Sensors temporarily offline...

SO Lane says:
:: Leans on the science console trying to get it back online. ::

CEO McGregor says:
:: Begins hitting buttons on the main console to restore power throughout the ship. ::

CTO Horn says:
::Once up, goes to her panel and tries to pull up information. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Eyelids begin to flutter. ::

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>:: Checks on various patients as she makes her way to the ICU
area. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Feels her chair, and slowly pulls herself to it. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The science console sputters to life...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pokes at the CNS to see if she'll move. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Helps Hope up. ::   SO: Had enough of this yet?

Host CO Royce says:
All:  What systems are up?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Eyes begin to open, then shut from the brightness of the light. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Information slowly begins to appear on panel as power returns to systems. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Sees panel come to life. ::

SO Lane says:
XO: Yes thanks. Oh look we have power to the console again.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sits gingerly in her chair. ::

CSO Trelan says:
Self: Uh...   :: Moaning loudly. ::

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>:: Enters ICU and walks over to Commander Trelan...notices the rapid eye movement and dims the lights. ::   CSO: Commander, can you hear me?

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Main Engineering...main systems at 50% weapons and shields minimum

FCO Horn says:
<FCO Jankara>:: Enters the bridge and begins replacing burnt circuits in the flight console. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Jumps at the voice. ::

XO Kelson says:
SO: It's all yours...   :: Smiles. ::   I'll see you after this is all done, okay?

CSO Trelan says:
Rachelle: Wha...what happened?

SO Lane says:
:: Taps the console to check the sensor readings then nods to Sam. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO* Thank you, chief.  Do we have impulse or warp?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries to drag the CNS under the biobed. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Walks to XO seat. ::

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>:: Notices his reaction and speaks softer. ::   CSO: You were injured by phaser blasts, two blasts of heavy stun.  

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Report...what's our defense systems looking like?

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Impulse now, warp very soon sir

FCO Horn says:
:: Rubs a large knot forming on her forehead. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Sits in the chair and brings up damage reports. ::

CSO Trelan says:
Rachelle: My chest...feels...tight.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Power to the brig is back on line. Prisoner still secure. Checking rest of systems.

SO Lane says:
CO: Captain, we have the short range sensors back but with a lot of static and the long range sensors are only intermittent right now.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Labors his breathing. ::

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>CSO: Dr. Zria performed surgery on your heart to repair the damage caused by the stun blasts, so it will feel that way for a while.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Anything on short range sensors?

CTO Horn says:
:: Hits a couple of buttons on her console. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Looks around and yells out. ::   ALL: HELLO out there

Host CO Royce says:
FCO:  Can we get the viewscreen activated?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Tries to sit up...unsuccessfully. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: The ship can't take much more of this, Captain.  I suggest we head for safer waters as soon as we are able...

CTO Horn says:
CO: I have some good news and some bad news

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Warp drive in approx. 20 minutes, minimum warp, sir, 1.5 max

SO Lane says:
CO: Just a lot of static ma'am, can't get anything else at the moment.

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Agreed, but I need to know the status of that wormhole

CTO Horn says:
CO: Good news is that we have shields and weapons

XO Kelson says:
CO: Understood...

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO* Thank you, chief!  Do what you can to get warp back ASAP

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle> ::places a hand on his shoulder:: CSO: Take slow easy breaths if you can, you are going to be fine.  Please, lay still, you still need your rest.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Good.  Raise shields.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Bad news is that they are at minimum power and can go out anytime.

CMO Zria says:
:: Looks down at Lennier. ::   CIV: Lieutenant, how can I help you?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Gives up and crawls back under the biobed exhausted. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Aye ma'am. Raising shields.

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Aye sir it's a bit of a mess down here

Host CO Royce says:
Self:  Argh!   CTO:  Understood, Cmdr.

XO Kelson says:
:: Wonders what is holding the Ves together at this point. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Watches on her panel as the shields slowly come to life, section by section. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO*  Understood, chief.  I'm sure it's a mess all over the ship.  Keep me posted; Royce out.

CTO Horn says:
:: Continues checking rest of systems. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Nods to the physician. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Royce to Zria

SO Lane says:
:: Works on clearing up the long range sensors and looks surprised at something there. ::   CO: Ma'am, I have something on long range scans, but I can't get an ID on it due to the damage.

XO Kelson says:
:: Listens to SO report. ::

CSO Trelan says:
Rachelle: What about Xen? How is she holding up?

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Work on it!  I want that ID'd ASAP!

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Captain, this is Zria, go ahead.

TO Horn says:
:: From under the console. ::   CTO: How are the shields looking?

SO Lane says:
:: Nods to the Captain. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Status of medical doctor.

XO Kelson says:
SO: Can you tell the size of it?

CTO Horn says:
TO: Not good. One hit and the whole system can go down

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Secondary systems down over 30% of the ship, Repair crews on it. Emergency power back on line however I have it rerouted to the bridge right now; correcting as we speak

TO Horn says:
CTO: Ok let me try something.

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Everyone is a little shaken up, but we had managed to secure most of the patients so there doesn't seem to be many new injuries as of yet.

CTO Horn says:
TO: Anything you can do

TO Horn says:
:: Connects a couple of things into the defensive systems. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Good.  I'm sure the injury reports will be flooding in.

CTO Horn says:
CO/TO I am attempting to bring weapons back online

SO Lane says:
XO: Commander, getting multiple contacts now and there is a definite energy discharge in that general area.

TO Horn says:
:: Flips a relay. ::

CMO Zria says:
*CO* I'm sure that once things are sorted from the shockwave there will be more reports, however we seem to be stable at the moment.

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Thank you, chief.

TO Horn says:
CTO: Try that.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods as she hears the CTO. ::

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Of course, Captain, Zria out.

XO Kelson says:
SO: Can you differentiate from ship and wormhole?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Turns herself around three times and curls herself into a ball, suddenly feeling cold. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks at the weapons systems. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO*  Thank you Chief.  We need what we can...as soon as we can get it.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Rubs his chest absentmindedly. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Looks at Sam. ::   XO: I think so sir.

CTO Horn says:
CO/TO: Aft torpedo tubes are out. Forward at 15%

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Aye sir

FCO Horn says:
:: Crawls back to where she had worked and removes the panel. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Intercept traffic alert klaxons begin to sound, signifying incoming...

TO Horn says:
CTO: How are the shields looking?

Host CO Royce says:
All:  Can I get the viewscreen turned on?

XO Kelson says:
SO: Excellent...focus on the status of the wormhole.  Is it active?

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Report!  Can you identify?

CIV McDonald says:
*CMO* Just making sure someone’s out there. I'm lonely

CEO McGregor says:
:: Growls. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO/TO Forward phaser’s at 23%, lateral targeting scanners are out and forget about the aft weapons systems

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara>:: Replaces chips under the console then sits in the pilot's seat. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Hears the klaxon sound off. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The viewscreen crackles on to show 12 Jem'Hadar vessels inbound...sensors report weapons fire...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sighs. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Tries to sit up again. ::

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>:: Releases the restraints from the Commander. ::   CSO: You'll be able to move about some, however I recommend you try to rest.  And as soon as there is a bed open in the main ward, we'll move you out there.

SO Lane says:
XO: Checking sir.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Information coming in slowly

XO Kelson says:
CO: Son of a...   :: Sees viewscreen. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Shivers and curls up tighter. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Looks like Jem'Hadar ships

FCO Horn says:
:: Hears the klaxon. ::   *Jankara* J.J., you on top of this one?

CEO McGregor says:
ME Crew:: Lets get these warp engines going now lads...I mean now

CSO Trelan says:
:: Nods. ::   Rachelle: I understand, doctor.

CMO Zria says:
CIV: I understand that…   :: Hears the klaxons and starts out of the room. ::   Don't worry, you're not alone...

CTO Horn says:
Self: Perhaps today is a good day to die

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Keep those shields up but don't provoke them!

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  What's around that might be able to hide us?

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>:: Heads out into main sickbay as new cases start coming in. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: How are the shields looking?

CIV McDonald says:
CMO: You may need me Zria, I'm getting a bad feeling. 

CTO Horn says:
CO: There is nothing out here to hide behind

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> *FCO* Got it!  But my hands are gonna be full, we've got a dozen of them.

SO Lane says:
:: Looks up again. ::   XO: The wormhole is not active now.

CSO Trelan says:
:: As the doctor leaves, tries to slide off the bed and stand, loosing his balance. ::

XO Kelson says:
SO: Great news, Ms. Lane.

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* You have warp 1.5 now, sir

Host CO Royce says:
XO/CTO:  Suggestions?

CTO Horn says:
CO: I see two possible options. Since we are in no condition to fight

XO Kelson says:
CO: Wormhole is inactive, Ma'am.  Those ships have nowhere to go.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Falls to the floor. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Receives the new injury reports from Kayta. ::   <Kayta>CMO: They're coming in from all decks.

CTO Horn says:
CO: We can 1. Cut power and play dead

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods ash she hears the XO. ::

CSO Trelan says:
Self: Zegit!

FCO Horn says:
*Jankara* I'll finish guaranteeing the connection with Engineering then I'll be up.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  One of the Jem’Hadar vessels inbound blows up...

CTO Horn says:
CO: Or 2. wait till they are in range and cause a matter/anti mater explosion

CSO Trelan says:
:: Pushes himself up, regaining his footing. ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  What's our BEST option

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> *FCO* Affirmative.   :: Connects back to helm control. ::

CSO Trelan says:
Self: Too much time in that bed....

SO Lane says:
XO: Commander, one of the Jem’Hadar just blew up!

XO Kelson says:
SO: What caused the explosion, Ms. Lane?

XO Kelson says:
:: Sees it on the screen. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Hold on.   :: Checks her sensors. ::   One of the ships just exploded

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Another Jem'Hadar vessel blows up, and more ships are detected incoming...

CTO Horn says:
CO: Checking for reason now

XO Kelson says:
SO: Any other ships inbound?

CMO Zria says:
:: Frowns. :: Kayta:  And you are just now telling me?  All, let's get to work...

Host CO Royce says:
CTO/SO: Why are those ships exploding?

SO Lane says:
XO: Unknown sir.   :: Looks at the screen. ::   There goes another one.

CTO Horn says:
CO: More ships incoming

CSO Trelan says:
:: Walks around a bit, making his way out into main sickbay. ::

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Another ship exploded

CTO Horn says:
ALL: I guess someone really likes us

CMO Zria says:
:: Turns back to Lennier. ::   CIV:  You may be right, but I'm not sure that you are up to it...   :: Releases the restraints. ::   Let me help you up...slowly…
:: Takes his arm. ::

SO Lane says:
XO: They're all inbound sir. Look at the screen for gosh sakes.

XO Kelson says:
CTO/SO: Can anyone tell if there is weapons fire at the enemy?

CTO Horn says:
TO: Get up here and try to ID those ships

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Can you scan for any cloaked vessels?

CIV McDonald says:
:: Takes the CMO's arm and slowly gets up. :: 

TO Horn says:
:: Pops out from underneath the console. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The sensors begin to resolve the running pitched battle between the apparently fleeing Jem'Hadar and a small Federation fleet giving chase...

XO Kelson says:
SO: I mean friendlies, Lt. Lane.  I know about the enemy

CIV McDonald says:
:: Gets dizzy for a second but that passes. ::   CMO: Just give me a cane and I'll be okay.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Watches as everyone rushes around, steps over to a console. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sneaks out pulls the blanket off the bed and snuggles down under it covering herself head and all. ::

SO Lane says:
CO: Captain, I'll try but the sensors are iffy.

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara> *FCO*  You may be here too late, those ships are exploding!

TO Horn says:
::Moves to the console and activates the sensors::

Host CO Royce says:
SO: Do the best you can Lt!

CTO Horn says:
TO: What do have over there?

XO Kelson says:
:: Hates not being able to join the battle. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Finishes and crawls out of the jefferies tube. ::   *Jankara*  They what?  Never mind, I'm on my way.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Leans against the console for a moment, grimacing as he grabs his chest and tries to breath. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: Things are a little fuzzy but I believe I am getting it.

SO Lane says:
CO: No cloaked ships, but we do have company.   :: Looks up. ::   Getting Federation signatures coming up behind the enemy ships.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Who?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Thinks to herself that no one knows they are out here. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: Confirmed Federation ships in pursuit.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Regains his composure, runs his fingers over the console. ::

SO Lane says:
CO: It's the Hermes and Typhoon Captain.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Confirmed, they are Federation ships

XO Kelson says:
:: Nods at the Science Officer's report. ::

XO Kelson says:
Self: Well, it's about time...

FCO Horn says:
*CEO* Primary connections between flight and engines are repaired, I haven't double checked the secondary by-passes however.

CTO Horn says:
CO: I think it might be a good idea to send out a distress call

TO Horn says:
CTO: Looks like this could turn into an old fashioned slobber knocker!

CMO Zria says:
:: Makes her way to a storage compartment and gets Lennier a cane. ::   CIV: Ok, try this, if you feel woozy, then sit down.  Understood?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods as she thinks... ::   Self:  The Typhoon's Captain would know where we are, at least would know the Admiral is with us...

FCO Horn says:
:: Heads to the turbolift and orders it to the bridge. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: I agree with the Commander, Captain.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Send it to the Typhoon...coded, Captain's eye's only

CTO Horn says:
:: Looks at the TO with a questioning look. ::   TO: Slobber knocker?

CMO Zria says:
:: Begins treating the incoming and responding to calls from the med stations on various decks. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Jem'Hadar are clearly outflanked and outmaneuvered, and taking heavy damage, and are trying to break toward the artificial wormhole...

CIV McDonald says:
CMO: Understood. You don’t have to lecture me doctor.   :: Giggles slightly.  :: Zria, where do you want me?

TO Horn says:
CTO: Old earth slang, means a really good fight.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Aye Ma'am   :: Begins sending distress call towards the Typhoon on encrypted channel. ::

CTO Horn says:
TO: Got to remember that one

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves and moans slightly from the pain in her hip. ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara>:: Continues checking the feed and finds connections actually
working. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO* How's power restoration coming, chief?

CMO Zria says:
CIV: You take over in main Sickbay.  Rachelle, you and Kayta check on secondary sickbay.   :: Heads for isolation. ::

FCO Horn says:
*CEO* I'll get to those secondaries later.  I'm needed on the bridge at the moment.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Two fleeing Jem'Hadar vessels are about to enter weapons range of the Vesuvius...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks at the data being fed into the science console on the bridge. ::

SO Lane says:
XO: Commander, the Jem’Hadar are trying to find the wormhole!

CTO Horn says:
CO: Message sent. I don't know if it went through or not. The communication system is temperamental. Resending it though

CIV McDonald says:
:: Nods and heads slowly into main sickbay. :: 

OPS Chaser says:
:: Feels cold and lonely and wants to go home. ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Keep sending it, Cmdr

CMO Zria says:
:: Unlocks the door to isolation and slips in locking the door behind her. :: OPS/CNS: Is everyone ok in here?

XO Kelson says:
SO: They'll be sorely disappointed then, won't they...   :: Smiles. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Enters bridge. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Ships about to enter weapons range. Shall we assist the Federation ships?

TO Horn says:
CTO: Two bogeys entering weapons range.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  We have full weapons?

SO Lane says:
:: Smiles. ::   XO: Yes sir,

CTO Horn says:
CO: Minimal weapons

CMO Zria says:
:: Sees the CNS on the floor and goes over to check on her... looking for Tigodan as she does. ::   OPS: Tigodan?  Are you alright?  Can you hear me?

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Enough to blast them?

CTO Horn says:
CO: About 75%

FCO Horn says:
Jankara: You want to take a look at the secondaries?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tries to decide whether to answer. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Shall we join the fight?  Three's a charm, Captain.   :: Smiles wryly. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Enough to sting them

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Fire at will.  Keep our shield up.   :: Nods to the XO. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Nods to Han, takes a look at a patient; grabbing a dermal regenerator, fixes the wound. ::

FCO Horn says:
<Jankara>FCO: Sure!   :: Nearly skips off of the bridge to the turbolift. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Quickly scans the counselor and sees that she bumped her head when the shockwave hit but will be OK. ::   OPS: Tigodan?  Are you alright?  

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* 75 % captain

CSO Trelan says:
:: Hits a panel, his voice unrecognizable. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: Aye ma'am. Targeting the lead ship

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* And I'm spreadin’ it out

CTO Horn says:
:: Waits patiently for the ship to come into range. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Whispers. ::   CMO: I want to go home.

SO Lane says:
:: Works on clearing the short range sensors. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Sits down and runs a quick check. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Looks around and sees her hiding under the biobed and moves over to her. :: OPS: Are you hurt?   :: Scans her. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Vessels open fire on the Vesuvius, trying to get to the wormhole...

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO*  Make it work, Chief!

CTO Horn says:
TO: Monitor the power flow and try to compensate when necessary

TO Horn says:
CTO: On it.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Keeps working on patients as they come into sickbay, keeping it relatively
clear :: 

CTO Horn says:
CO: Firing now   :: Hits the red button. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Starts evasives sending the pattern to the CTO. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Smiles. ::   OPS:  I know you do, and as soon as we can, we'll get you there... but for now, you need to be here.

CSO Trelan says:
*CTO* Trelan to Horn. Disengage the modified sensor panel. That will help with weapon efficiency. It's fed through the torpedo control!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Shakes her head no. ::   CMO : No, not ok.   :: BIG tears start forming. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Eyes get foggy. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Glances up at the viewscreen as the phaser’s are fired. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  Weapons fire crosses in-between the lead Jem'Hadar and the Vesuvius, impacting on both ships...mildly on the Vesuvius, but crippling the Jem'Hadar...

CTO Horn says:
*CSO*: Understood   :: Disengages the panel. ::

CMO Zria says:
OPS: What happened?   :: Tries to comfort Tigodan as best she can. ::  Where does it hurt?

TO Horn says:
CTO: You crippled em.

FCO Horn says:
:: Begins next evasive pattern. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Using the attack pattern from the FCO, fires the phaser’s to maximize efficiency. ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Nice shot, Alex...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods as she hears the exchange between the TO and CTO. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Counselor regains consciousness and sits up, seeing Tigodan and Zria in the room...

OPS Chaser says:
CMO : I need to go home, why won't you let me go home?

CSO Trelan says:
Self: I need to sit down....

CTO Horn says:
:: Begins to target the second ship and fires. ::   ALL; Firing on the second ship

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle>:: Takes over fielding the incoming calls from the other decks. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Tears start flowing everywhere. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Spots a chair and pulls it over by the console. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Continues working on patients as they flow into sickbay. :: 

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The second Jem'Hadar vessel passes the Vesuvius and runs flat out for the artificial wormhole...

CNS-Shirley says:
:: Rubs head but looks around. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: Power levels looking good.

CMO Zria says:
OPS: Because you are sick, Tigodan, and you need to get better before I can let you go home.

CTO Horn says:
Self: Darn missed that one

TO Horn says:
CTO: Second ship is making a break for the wormhole.

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Let her go, Commander...

CMO Zria says:
:: Sees that the counselor has come to and slips over to her side. ::
CNS: Welcome back, Counselor.  How are you feeling?

CTO Horn says:
TO: Thank you Mr. Horn

TO Horn says:
CTO: Are they gonna be surprised or what?

CTO Horn says:
XO: Aye Sir

OPS Chaser says:
:: Crawls away from the Doctor, sobbing. ::   CMO : Go away.   :: Rubs her sore tail.  ::

CNS-Shirley says:
CMO: Just got a headache.

SO Lane says:
XO: He has nowhere to go sir.

CTO Horn says:
ALL: Targeting the third ship

Host CO Royce says:
All:  He must feel a little desperate...no where to go...his fellow ships getting blown to smithereens...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Continues to watch data scroll across the screen. ::

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The third ship explodes before anything can be done...and the first is adrift...

CTO Horn says:
:: Targets the third ship and fires phaser’s when it is in range. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: Bogey down, you got em.

XO Kelson says:
SO: Correct...

CMO Zria says:
:: Nods. ::   CNS: You may have one for a day or two, you took quite a bump to the head when the ship was hit by the shockwave.  You don't seem to have a concussion, although you've been out of it for some time.

CTO Horn says:
TO: Power levels still looking good?

CEO McGregor says:
*CO* Propulsion and shields at 80% sir...that’s the best I can do and save life support sir

CSO Trelan says:
:: Rasps into the comm to the bridge. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: They are a little strained but within parameters.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Any response from the Typhoon yet, Cmdr?

CNS-Shirley says:
:: Starts to get up. ::   CMO: Alright

CTO Horn says:
FCO: Can you send me an updated attack pattern?

CSO Trelan says:
*SO* Trelan to Lane. Report.

CTO Horn says:
CO: No Ma'am. They might be sending and we are not receiving, or they are not sending

CMO Zria says:
:: Notices Tigodan retreating further under the biobed. ::   OPS: Tigodan, I need you to understand, the treatments that we've been giving you are working, but it will be another day or two...and you need to eat so you can gain weight again. 

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Jem'Hadar vessel flies through the artificial wormhole and stops, as if it realizes it went nowhere...

CIV McDonald says:
:: Getting a break in the action Lennier sits down to rest. ::   *CMO* When you have a minute

CNS-Shirley says:
OPS: Are you doing alright?

TO Horn says:
CTO: They stopped.

CMO Zria says:
:: Places a supporting hand on the counselors arm to help her up. ::   CNS: Take it slow and sit back down if you feel the slightest bit dizzy.

FCO Horn says:
CTO: Coming now.   ::Sends the CTO the new evasive then initiates it a moment later. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: I think they just realized that they have some major personal issues.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION: A countdown can be detected from the Jem'Hadar...

CTO Horn says:
TO: Are they turning or holding position?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sniffles and sobs and says nothing. ::

SO Lane says:
*CSO*:Lane here Commander. Sir, we have incoming Federation ships in pursuit of some Jem’Hadar ships.

CMO Zria says:
:: Notices how she is nursing her tail. ::   OPS: Does your tail hurt?  Did something happen to it when everyone was being tossed about?

CNS-Shirley says:
CMO: Thank you...I will...   :: Stands up  slowly. and leans against the wall. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: I am detecting a countdown...they have set a self destruct!

CTO Horn says:
:: Receives the updated info form the FCO. ::   FCO: Thank you

CTO Horn says:
:: Hearing the TO. ::   CO: Recommend leaving the area

Host CO Royce says:
:: Hears the TO. ::   FCO:  Move us away from that ship!

CMO Zria says:
:: Crawls slowly over to Tigodan after the Counselor is on her feet. ::

CSO Trelan says:
*SO* Jem'Hadar? What are they doing in this sector?   :: Rasping. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls her blanket up over her head. ::   CMO : NO, go away.

CNS-Shirley says:
:: Looks in OPS direction. ::

CTO Horn says:
CO: We can power down weapons and re-direct to engines.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Do it

SO Lane says:
*CSO*: They were heading back to an artificial wormhole, but it's been destroyed.

CTO Horn says:
CO: Aye Ma'am

CTO Horn says:
:: Begins powering down weapons. ::   TO: Re-direct the power to the engines

CMO Zria says:
:: Scans Tigodan again concentrating on her tail. ::   OPS: Are you sure? It looks like you may have fallen on it, some of the ligaments show to be strained.

CSO Trelan says:
*SO* I would say you have quite a bit to fill me in on. First opportunity you get, come to sickbay. I expect a full report.

CTO Horn says:
FCO: You should have extra power here shortly

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Jem'Hadar ship explodes at a critical location in the artificial wormhole's architecture and the matter-antimatter explosion vaporizes both objects...

TO Horn says:
CTO: Beginning transfer now.

SO Lane says:
*CSO*: Yes sir I will.

FCO Horn says:
:: Pulls the ship away. ::

CNS-Shirley says:
OPS: Do you need me to get closer to you

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls her tail around herself and says nothing. ::

CSO Trelan says:
*SO* Very good. Trelan out.

XO Kelson says:
CTO: Any other threat, Commander?

FCO Horn says:
CTO: Thanks

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Are there any other Jem'Hadar ships in the area?

CTO Horn says:
XO: Guess you could call it an added bonus

SO Lane says:
CO: Scanning.

SO Lane says:
CO: Nothing on scans ma'am.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The Federation ships begin to converge on the Vesuvius’ location...

XO Kelson says:
CTO: I concur...Stand down weapons if no other threat is at hand and hail the Typhoon.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sighs a sigh of relief. ::

CMO Zria says:
CNS: Perhaps you could use the regenerator to take care of the ligaments in her tail.  I don't think she wants me near her since I told her that she couldn't go home yet.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Stands from the chair, deactivates the console, and makes his way back across the main ward. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: We are all clear.

Host Gerry says:
ACTION:  The CNS and CMO's telepathies are having a calming effect on the OPS officer...

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Let's get the ship repaired

CMO Zria says:
<Thomas> *CMO* Season to Zria...

XO Kelson says:
CO: For the third time...   :: Smiles. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Lowers shields and tries to hail the other ship again. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Aye, aye, Captain.

FCO Horn says:
:: Turns the ship back around, sending new patterns to the CTO. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Giggles a little and nods. ::

CMO Zria says:
*Thomas* This is Zria, go ahead Thomas.  

XO Kelson says:
:: Starts sending orders out via XO panel. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Thinks to herself. ::   Self: The ship's not the only thing that needs to be repaired.

CMO Zria says:
<Thomas> *CMO* We're to capacity down here, Zria and we still have incoming.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sobs all the more. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Passes a biobed and stops. ::

Host Typhoon CO Hanuman says:
@COMM: Vesuvius: This is the USS Typhoon.  Do you require assistance?

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO* Royce to Zria

CSO Trelan says:
:: Places his hand on the ensign's shoulder. ::

CNS-Shirley says:
CMO: Alright.   ::Heads over and gets one regenerator and crawls over to the OPS so I can get to her tail. ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Open comm

TO Horn says:
CO: Incoming message

CTO Horn says:
CO: Incoming message. Putting it on screen

CSO Trelan says:
Ensign: Everything will be OK. These are some good doctors. They will take care of you.

CMO Zria says:
*Thomas* Same here, Thomas, do the best you can.  Once things have settled down we'll commandeer crew quarters if necessary.

CTO Horn says:
:: Tries to clear the screen up. ::   CO: That is the best I can do

CNS-Shirley says:
OPS: Let me see your tail. Let me fix it...everything will be fine....

CMO Zria says:
:: Sits back on her haunches as she taps her combadge again. ::

CSO Trelan says:
<Ensign>:: Nods as he tries not to move. ::

Host CO Royce says:
COMM: Typhoon:  Hello Typhoon!  Boy, are you a sight for sore eyes!  We most certainly can use some assistance!

CMO Zria says:
<Thomas> *CMO* Yes, Ma'am, we'll do what we can.

XO Kelson says:
:: Walks over to Science 1. ::

XO Kelson says:
SO: Would you like some help with the repairs, Lt.?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Steps into the ICU ward and crawls back into bed. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Curls up under her blanket, big tears splashing every where. ::

Host Typhoon CO Hanuman says:
@COMM: Vesuvius:  Captain Hanuman at your service.  Where can we start?  And I have to ask the condition of our care package.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Watches the last of the crew get discharged from sickbay. :: 

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Zria to Captain Royce...

FCO Horn says:
:: Rubs her forehead again wondering if her headache will dissipate soon. ::

CTO Horn says:
:: Whispers to the XO. ::   XO: I just hope they don’t plan on towing us. That would not be, shall we say, dignified

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Stand by, doctor.  I'm sorry.

SO Lane says:
:: Turns to see Sam. ::   XO: Of course Commander, I expect to help.

XO Kelson says:
:: Nods to CTO. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Eyes close and drifts to sleep, the short walk taking its toll on him. ::

CTO Horn says:
TO: How are things going over there?

Host CO Royce says:
COMM: Typhoon: The care package is well...in fact, I think the package lost himself somewhere aboard my ship.   :: Giggles a bit. ::   We could use assistance with repairs.

XO Kelson says:
SO: I am offering my services to you as a tech.  It would allow me to spend time with you at least.

TO Horn says:
CTO: All power has been transferred from weapons, to engines.

CNS-Shirley says:
OPS: Let me have your tail please. You want to be able to use it without it hurting....

CMO Zria says:
:: Nods to herself and waits for the Captain to get back to her. ::   CNS/OPS: I need to check on the others, I'll be back soon...   :: Leaves the room locking the door behind her. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Moves away from the CNS, still boohooing. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Sees all the beds are full but the influx has eased and sighs with relief. ::
CIV: Thank you, Lieutenant.  

Host Typhoon CO Hanuman says:
@COMM: Vesuvius:  Well, he does like it there, he says.  But his is an open channel.  And I have some news to give, could you arrange a secure comm for him with me?  And have your CEO contact mine.  

CTO Horn says:
TO: I wasn't asking about the ship

CMO Zria says:
CIV: You look tired, why don't you go get some rest?

SO Lane says:
:: Smiles. ::   XO: If you like sir. I'd appreciate your expertise.

CNS-Shirley says:
~~~OPS: Everything is fine...you are going to be alright. I am here to help you....~~~

CIV McDonald says:
CMO: Thank you, yes I plan to. If you'll excuse me I'm going back to my quarters.

TO Horn says:
CTO: In that case, I am no worse for the wear.

CMO Zria says:
:: Nods. ::   CIV: That will be fine, Lieutenant.   :: Smiles. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Laughs. ::   SO: Well, I don't know about expertise.  I'm just using that as an excuse.

LtCmdr Fabian says:
:: Continues his discussions with the Admiral. ::

TO Horn says:
CTO: Nothing that a little time off wont fix.

CTO Horn says:
TO: Glad to hear it. I guess we all could use some time off after this.   :: Looks over to the CO seeing if she heard the hint. ::

Host CO Royce says:
COMM: Typhoon:  I'll have the package contact you shortly...as soon as I find him, and I'll have our CEO contact yours.

Host Typhoon CO Hanuman says:
<ADM_Taylor>:: Frustrated at being trapped incognito. ::

CMO Zria says:
CIV: Give Caleb a hug from me.   :: Smiles as she walks toward secondary sickbay. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Heads out of sickbay and heads to the nursery to pick up Caleb. Takes Caleb back to his quarters, puts him to bed and then goes to sleep himself. :: 

SO Lane says:
:: Whispers. ::   XO: I know Sam.

CNS-Shirley says:
OPS: Everything is alright...Let me help you fix your tail.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Rolls over with her back to the CNS her tail peeking out. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Whispers to the XO. ::   XO:  Please find out where the Admiral may be at this time.

CMO Zria says:
:: Looks around the secondary unit and sees that it is calming down in there as well and helps to get the last of the minor cases treated. ::

Host Typhoon CO Hanuman says:
@COMM: Vesuvius:  I'll wait for that call.  A pleasure, Captain.   :: Makes the sign-off signal to his OPS officer and the screen goes blank. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO* Royce to Zria.

CNS-Shirley says:
OPS: Thank you.   :: Works the regenerator on OPS’ tail to fix ligaments. ::   There all done now...

XO Kelson says:
SO: I'll start below...   :: Bends down and opens panel underneath Hope. ::

FCO Horn says:
:: Begins checking secondary connections as Jankara finishes working on them. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls her tail back in still crying big tiger-like tears. ::

SO Lane says:
XO: The Captain wants you to find the Admiral.

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Thank you, Captain.  Dr. Season reports that the emergency facility in the Cargo bay is still covered up and we're still receiving calls from the aid stations on all decks.  However, from the look of main and secondary sickbay the most serious cases have been taken care of.

CNS-Shirley says:
:: Reaches toward OPS’ back, trying to see if I can pet her some to calm her down. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Looks down at the commander's posterior and smiles. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Thank you for the report.  Could you also please have Doctor Han come to my Ready Room.

XO Kelson says:
:: Looks up. ::   CO: Yes, Ma'am...

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Of course sir, I'll send him right up.

XO Kelson says:
SO: I tried...

CTO Horn says:
:: Seeing that there nothing else to blow up, begins to compile a damage report for the CO. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CMO*  Thank you, doctor.  Have him bring the Protoplaser...again.

SO Lane says:
:: Shrugs. ::   XO: Oh that's alright, the view was worth it for the moment.

LtCmdr Fabian says:
Admiral: ...then I boarded that freighter where you found me.

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Captain, I should report that Commander Trelan has regained consciousness.  I'll be checking on him soon.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Says with distain. ::

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Aye, Sir.

XO Kelson says:
CO: Would you like him brought to the bridge, Captain?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles to herself. ::   *CMO*  Thank you, Doctor.  Please keep an eye on him. If I know Dru, he'll be chomping at the bit to get back to work!

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Yes, please, Sam.

CMO Zria says:
:: Makes her way back to main sickbay and gives the message from the Captain to Dr. Han. ::   Han: She asked you to bring the Protoplaser with you.

FCO Horn says:
*CEO* I show primary and secondary flight to engine connections working, you see any kinks from your end?

XO Kelson says:
CO: Right away, Captain.

XO Kelson says:
:: Leaves bridge for Admiral's quarters. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Stands slowly.  ::   CTO:  Alex, you have the bridge.

CMO Zria says:
*CO* Aye, sir.  And Dr. Han is on his way...sickbay out.   :: Smiles as she makes her way over to the ICU unit. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Arrives at Admiral's quarters. ::

CEO McGregor says:
*FCO* No I read the same

FCO Horn says:
*CEO* Anything else you need my pilots to work on?

XO Kelson ::rings chime:: (Doorbell.wav)

Host ADM Taylor says:
:: Hears the door. ::   Door:  Come!

CTO Horn says:
CO: Aye Ma'am. I'll try not to tear it up while you are gone

LtCmdr Fabian says:
:: Turns in his seat to see who is there.  ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles and nods to the CTO then moves off to her Ready Room. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Crawls under her station and looks at the panel Sam removed. ::   Self: Just like a man, starts something and never finishes it.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sniffles, cries and sobs. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Enters ICU and walks over to check the biobed sensors. ::   CSO:  Looks like the Captain was right.  How are you feeling?

CEO McGregor says:
*FCO* Thank you no...My Engineers have everything under control

Host ADM Taylor says:
:: Notes that his hearing is still good. ::   Door:  Come!

XO Kelson says:
:: Enters room. ::

CMO Zria says:
*CEO* Sickbay to Engineering...  

FCO Horn says:
*CEO* Affirmative, they'll be messing with the shuttles in case anything comes up.  Horn out.

LtCmdr Fabian says:
<Trelan>:: Opens eyes. ::   CMO: OK. Chest is a little tight, but other than that, I'm ready to get back to it.

LtCmdr Fabian says:
:: Smiles. ::

Host CO Royce says:
<Han>:: Enters sick bay and moves to the CO's Ready Room. ::

XO Kelson says:
Admiral: The Typhoon is along side the Vesuvius.  Captain Royce would like you to come to the bridge.

CEO McGregor says:
*CMO* Go ahead

Host ADM Taylor says:
XO: Commander.   :: Nods. ::   I trust all is well?   :: Rubs his arm as if sore. ::

Host CO Royce says:
<Han>:: Rings the CO's door. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Nods. ::   CSO:  I'm sure you are eager to get back to it, but I think you should take it easy for another day or two.  

Host CO Royce says:
:: Hears the door chime. ::   Door:  Enter

XO Kelson says:
Admiral: Yes Sir.  All is secure for the moment.

CTO Horn says:
*CEO* Looks like you owe me a bottle of Scotch

LtCmdr Fabian says:
:: Nods. ::   CMO: Aye, doctor.   :: Winks and smiles. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sees Han. ::   Han:  I think I re-injured that hip.   :: Sits gingerly on her sofa. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Works inside the console. ::   Self: Why do they always leave it to the women to pick up after them?   :: Sighs and continues. ::

Host CO Royce says:
<Han>:: Takes out the tricorder and begins scanning. ::

CNS-Shirley says:
:: Pulls OPS up into my lap and comforts her. trying to get her to stop crying. ::

LtCmdr Fabian says:
<Trelan>CMO: No complaints here.   :: Rubs his chest again. ::

CEO McGregor says:
*CTO* Prove it

Host ADM Taylor says:
XO:  Very well, commander.   :: Nods to Fabian to come with him. ::  WE shall accompany you.   :: Motions the officers to lead on. ::

CEO McGregor says:
*CTO* Sir

CMO Zria says:
*CEO* When you have the opportunity, I need someone to repair the biobed alarms in ICU unit 1. It looks like the entire system in here could use some work.

LtCmdr Fabian says:
:: Stands and follows the others out. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Resists a moment and then folds herself against the CNS sobbing. ::

XO Kelson says:
Admiral:: Very good, Sir.   :: Steps aside for the Admiral to pass. ::

CEO McGregor says:
*CMO* Your on the list

Host ADM Taylor says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

